Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Hiroshige Cherry Blossoms Hardcover Journal: Lined
Notebook
With Ribbon Bookmark
by Tuttle Studio
Utagawa Hiroshige was one of the most prominent Japanese ukiyo-e artists.
He is best known for his series of prints The 53 Stations of the Tokaido (1832
-1833). Hiroshige's work influenced Europe's Impressionists and PostImpressionists, including Van Gogh and Monet.
- HARDCOVER, A5-Sized Journal: Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.
- 144 LINED PAGES:Perfect for taking notes or writing daily journal entries.

Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Sep 20/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
blank lined pages; includes ribbon bookmark
9780804855631 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes

- RIBBON BOOKMARK: Whether you're a chronic writer or more
spontaneous, a ribbon bookmark will help keep track of where you left off
writing, so that you don't have to flip through pages to find your last entry. The
use of a colorful ribbon also adds a more classic, sophisticated look to the
journal and can withstand constant use versus a paper bookmark.
- ACID-FREE PAPER:Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes or
daily journal entries for several years without the pages deteriorating or
yellowing.

Author Bio
Promotion

Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
Utagawa Hiroshige was born in Edo (now Tokyo) in 1797. Born as Tokutaro
Ando into a minor samurai family, his artistic talents went largely unnoticed
until his breakthrough series of prints The 53 Stations of the Tokaido (1832
-1833). In the series, he captured the popular journey along the Tokaido road
- the main road between Edo (modern day Tokyo) and Kyoto. He produced
some 8,000 works, which can now be seen throughout the world, including at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Victoria & Albert Museum & the Tokaido
Hiroshige Art Museum.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Hiroshige Spotted Lilies Paperback Journal: Dotted
Notebook with Pocket
by Tuttle Studio
Utagawa Hiroshige was one of the most prominent Japanese ukiyo-e
artists. He is best known for his series of prints The 53 Stations of the
Tokaido (1832-1833) . Hiroshige's work influenced Europe's
Impressionists and Post-Impressionists, including Van Gogh and Monet.

- PAPERBACK A5-Sized Journal:Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.
- 144 DOTTED PAGES:Dotted grid pages give you the freedom to
personalize your journaling experience. Are you an artist who wants to
sketch? Are you a writer who wants to journal? Do you like to switch between
text and art? The dotted pages give you both - the space to draw and
guidelines to take notes - allowing you to have a one-stop location for all your
writing needs.
Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
dotted pages; includes front pocket
9780804855648 • $16.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- INNER FRONT POCKET: This paperback journal has a front pocket to offer
a safe place to keep receipts, treasured notes or mementos.
- ACID-FREE PAPER: Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes,
daily journal entries or sketches for several years without the pages
deteriorating or yellowing.

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
Utagawa Hiroshige was born in Edo (now Tokyo) in 1797. Born as Tokutaro
Ando into a minor samurai family, his artistic talents went largely unnoticed
until his breakthrough series of prints The 53 Stations of the Tokaido (1832
-1833). In the series, he captured the popular journey along the Tokaido road
- the main road between Edo (modern day Tokyo) and Kyoto. He produced
some 8,000 works, which can now be seen throughout the world, including at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Victoria & Albert Museum & the Tokaido
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Cute Kokeshi Dolls Paperback Journal: Lined
Notebook with Pocket
by Tuttle Studio
Traditional Japanese toys, Kokeshi are handmade wooden dolls with no arms
or legs made from scraps of wood. Each doll's gorgeous features and dress
are painted to reflect a region of origin or the artist's style. Modern Kokeshi
may depict famous fictional characters or celebrities, which many buyers
collect as souvenirs.
- PAPERBACK A5-Sized Journal: Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.
- 144 LINED PAGES: Perfect for taking notes or writing daily journal entries.
- INNER FRONT POCKET: This paperback journal has a front pocket to offer
a safe place to keep receipts, treasured notes or mementos.
Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
blank lined pages; includes front pocket
9780804855655 • $16.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- ACID-FREE PAPER: Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes or
daily journal entries for several years without the pages deteriorating or
yellowing.

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Healing Mushrooms Paperback Journal: Lined
Notebook with Pocket
by Tuttle Studio
This soft cover journal features turn of the century botanical watercolors from
Compendium of Materia Medica of the Ming Dynasty. Healing mushrooms
have been used in traditional Chinese medicine for thousands of years to
naturally maintain good health and treat disease. The Chinese characters on
this journal's cover translate to 'Materia Medica', medicinal mushrooms known
to promote good health and ward off diseases and chronic illnesses, such as
heart disease, fatigue, cancer, kidney issues, phlegm, and more.
- PAPERBACK A5-Sized Journal: Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.
- 144 LINED PAGES: Perfect for taking notes or writing daily journal entries.

Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
blank lined pages; includes front pocket
9780804855662 • $16.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- INNER FRONT POCKET:This paperback journal has a front pocket to offer
a safe place to keep receipts, treasured notes or mementos.
- ACID-FREE PAPER:Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes or
daily journal entries for several years without the pages deteriorating or
yellowing.

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Blue Batik Clouds Hardcover Journal: Lined Notebook
With Ribbon Bookmark
by Tuttle Studio
Batik is an ancient handmade dyeing technique from Indonesia. It
involves applying wax to fabric, and then soaking that fabric in a color.
The cloud design is a common batik motif and is referred to as
megamendung.
- HARDCOVER, A5-Sized Journal: Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.
- 144 LINED PAGES: Perfect for taking notes or writing daily journal entries.
- RIBBON BOOKMARK: Whether you're a chronic writer or more
spontaneous, a ribbon bookmark will help keep track of where you left off
writing, so that you don't have to flip through pages to find your last entry. The
use of a colorful ribbon also adds a more classic, sophisticated look to the
journal and can withstand constant use versus a paper bookmark.
Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Sep 20/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
blank lined pages; includes ribbon bookmark
9780804855679 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback
Art / Asian / Indian & South Asian
Series: Journal

- ACID-FREE PAPER: Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes or
daily journal entries for several years without the pages deteriorating or
yellowing.

Notes

Author Bio

Promotion

Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Golden Waves Hardcover Journal: Dotted Notebook
With Ribbon Bookmark
by Tuttle Studio
Journal about the ebb and flow of your day to day in this sophisticated
journal.
Water symbolizes life. It's unpredictable, purifying, strong and flexible, a force
that can both heal and sink you. The color gold is often associated with
wealth, power, and royalty. Golden Waves Journal embodies the historical
meanings of strength and power, illustrating gorgeous golden waves on a
starry night makes the images pop and catches one's eye.
- HARDCOVER, A5-Sized Journal:Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.

Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Sep 20/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
dotted pages; includes ribbon bookmark
9780804855686 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback
Nature / Plants / Cacti & Succulents
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- 144 DOTTED PAGES: Dotted grid pages give you the freedom to
personalize your journaling experience. Are you an artist who wants to
sketch? Are you a writer who wants to journal? Do you like to switch between
text and art? The dotted pages give you both - the space to draw and
guidelines to take notes - allowing you to have a one-stop location for all your
writing needs.
- RIBBON BOOKMARK: Whether you're a chronic writer or more
spontaneous, a ribbon bookmark will help keep track of where you left off
writing, so that you don't have to flip through pages to find your last entry. The
use of a colorful ribbon also adds a more classic, sophisticated look to the
journal and can withstand (...)

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Shibori Indigo Butterflies Paperback Journal: Dotted
Notebook with Pocket
by Tuttle Studio
Shibori is a traditional tie-dyeing craft characterized by its indigo color and
elaborate patterns. It is known as a Japanese craft, but can actually be traced
back to 5th century China. Shibori is created by using a myriad of resistdyeing techniques on fabric to create unique, elaborate designs, such as
butterflies.
- PAPERBACK A5 SIZED JOURNAL:Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.

Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Aug 23/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
dotted pages; includes front pocket
9780804855693 • $16.95 • PB - Paperback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- 144 DOTTED PAGES:Dotted grid pages give you the freedom to
personalize your journaling experience. Are you an artist who wants to
sketch? Are you a writer who wants to journal? Do you like to switch between
text and art? The dotted pages give you both - the space to draw and
guidelines to take notes - allowing you to have a one-stop location for all your
writing needs.
- INNER FRONT POCKET:This paperback journal has a front pocket to offer
a safe place to keep receipts, treasured notes or mementos.
- ACID-FREE PAPER:Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose than regular paper and has a
longer shelf-life. It is commonly used when someone wants to archive notes,
daily journal entries or sketches for several years without the pages
deteriorating or yellowing.

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
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Tuttle Journals and Sketchbooks for PGC a division of Raincoast

Hiroshige Snow on Mt Haruna Hardcover Journal:
Dotted Notebk
With Ribbon Bookmark
by Tuttle Studio
Utagawa Hiroshige was one of the most prominent Japanese ukiyo-e artists.
He is best known for his series of prints The 53 Stations of the Tokaido (1832
- 1833). Hiroshige's work influenced Europe's Impressionists and PostImpressionists, including Van Gogh and Monet.

- HARDCOVER, A5-Sized Journal:Standard A5 size (5.75 x 8.25 inches)
allows for easily transporting in a handbag, backpack or tote.

Tuttle Publishing
On Sale: Sep 20/22
5.75 x 8.25 • 144 pages
dotted pages; includes ribbon bookmark
9780804855709 • $22.95 • CL - Hardback
Art / Asian / Japanese
Series: Journal

Notes
Promotion

- 144 DOTTED PAGES:Dotted grid pages give you the freedom to
personalize your journaling experience. Are you an artist who wants to
sketch? Are you a writer who wants to journal? Do you like to switch between
text and art? The dotted pages give you both - the space to draw and
guidelines to take notes - allowing you to have a one-stop location for all your
writing needs.
- RIBBON BOOKMARK:Whether you're a chronic writer or more
spontaneous, a ribbon bookmark will help keep track of where you left off
writing, so that you don't have to flip through pages to find your last entry. The
use of a colorful ribbon also adds a more classic, sophisticated look to the
journal and can withstand constant use versus a paper bookmark.
- ACID-FREE PAPER:Do you enjoy reminiscing through old entries? Or, do
you collect gorgeous journals as a hobby? Well, this acid-free paper is for you!
Acid-free paper is more difficult to decompose (...)

Author Bio
Tuttle Studio draws inspiration from the modern and traditional arts of Asia to
create designs for its lines of journals, stationery, gift wrapping products and
origami paper. It is a division of Tuttle Publishing, a leading publisher of books
on the languages, history, art and cultures of Asia. The company was founded
in 1832 in Rutland, Vermont (USA) and opened a branch in Tokyo, Japan in
1948.
Utagawa Hiroshige was born in Edo (now Tokyo) in 1797. Born as Tokutaro
Ando into a minor samurai family, his artistic talents went largely unnoticed
until his breakthrough series of prints The 53 Stations of the Tokaido (1832
-1833). In the series, he captured the popular journey along the Tokaido road
- the main road between Edo (modern day Tokyo) and Kyoto. He produced
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